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仮想化技術は，仮想マシン (VM) を管理するソフトウエアとその関連ソフトウエアにより実現
される．仮想化技術の利用者が，仮想マシン (VM) を利用する際，利用している仮想マシンモニ
タ (VMM) が信頼できるかどうかを検証する手段はない．仮に，悪意のあるサービス提供者が改
ざんした VMM を提供し，その VMM の上で利用者が VM を動作させた場合，ユーザの意図しな
い情報流出が発生する可能性がある．本論文では，VMM において VM の AES の暗号鍵を盗むこ
とが可能であることを示し，さらに，暗号鍵盗難の対処法について述べる．
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Abstract The virtualization technology composes two software parts: one is virtual machine(VM) management software called Virtual Machine Monitor(VMM), and the other is its
related software. The virtualization technology at present does not provide users methods for
certifying the VMM’s dependability. In this situation, the following case is possible: when
malicious service providers supply tampered VMMs and their users run their VMs on these
VMMs, the users will suﬀer unintended information leakage. As one leakage case stated above,
in this paper, we propose a method for snooping AES encryption key on VMM, Also, we state
a countermeasure against this attack.

1

Introduction

Recently, virtualization technology has emerged
for accommodating multiple function units into

one computer. In the center of the virtualization technology, software called Virtual Machine Monitor(VMM) controls virtual machines
that are virtualized computers and the VMM
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intercepts virtual machines for system stability. The virtual machines encrypt data inside
them for security reason. Among encryption
methods, common key encryption methods are
used for encryption performance. Among many
common key encryption methods, Advanced
Encryption Standard (AES)[1] is used in most
cases, and AES is implemented as software in
some cases, and as hardware in other cases[2].
Against AES, many attack methods have
been proposed[3]. Among these attacks, in
this paper, we focus on methods that attack
vulnerability of software implementation of AES.
Previous papers proposed side-channel attack
against AES. The previously proposed sidechannel attacks are not able to obtain the encryption key itself on a single path, and only
able to get candidates of the encryption keys
more eﬃciently than brute force attack[4]. Furthermore, some researchers have already suggested side-channels attacks to be far easier in
cloud computing than in separated computers[5].
However, our method enables an attacker to
guess the encryption key itself on a single path
when he intercepts a VM by a modiﬁed VMM.
As a result, the attacker is able to decrypt the
secret data and to tamper with it. Our method
consists of three stages as follows:
1) An attacker executes a modiﬁed VMM on
a CPU where Intel AES-NI instruction is
not implemented.
2) The attacker intercepts a guest OS with
fake return value of CPUID instruction by
the modiﬁed VMM.
3) When the guest OS executes the AES-NI
instruction, the modiﬁed VMM generates
invalid Opcode Exception. Then, the attacker is able to estimate the encryption
key stored in CPU registers or memory at
Opcode Exception.

2

Architecture for Key Snooping

In this section, we brieﬂy state architecture
where our key snooping method is possible.

This section consists of four subsections describing the following components: 1) AES-NI
that is a hardware implementation of AES, 2)
CPUID instruction that is a basis of our attack method, 3) Method for checking whether
application software can call AES-NI, 4) IntelVT for obtaining the timing of the attack.

2.1

Intel AES New Instruction(AESNI)

Intel developed AES-NI for rapid processing
(by hardware) of the AES algorithm[7]. AESNI contains some AES sub step components
as hardware implementation for rapid processing of AES encryption/decryption. In addition, implementation of AES-NI instructions
in hardware prevents software side-channel attacks [5].
AES-NI consists of six instructions that provide complete hardware support for AES. Four
instructions support the AES encryption and
decryption, and the other two instructions support the AES key expansion. Table 1 shows
details of the six instructions of AES-NI.

2.2

CPUID Instruction

Intel-based CPU contains extended instructions
for rapid processing and function extensions.
When a CPU performs an extended CPU instruction in a case where the CPU does not
implement the instruction, interrupt execution
occurs as a general protection error. This is
the reason why OS and application software
have to implement methods for checking the
extended CPU instructions. For checking the
extended CPU instructions, OS and application software call the CPUID instruction, the
return value of which are four types of information: vender, serial number, enhanced feature
and cache information of CPU.
In addition, CPUID instruction returns processor identiﬁcation and feature information
by means of EAX, EBX, ECX and EDX registers. The instruction’s output depends on the
contents of the EAX register. Table 2 shows
arguments and return values of the CPUID instruction.
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Figure 2: How to fake CPUID
Figure 1: Interaction of a VMM and Guest
OSes (VMs)

2.3

How to Check AES-NI support

The following procedure describes a method
for checking AES-NI support:
1) Check whether the processor supports
SSE/SSE2
(if CPUID.01H:EDX.SSE[bit 25] = 1)
2) Check whether the processor supports
AES-NI
(if CPUID.01H:ECX.AESNI[bit 25] = 1)
3) Check whether the processor supports
PCLMULQDQ
(if CPUID.01H:ECX.PCLMULQDQ[bit 1]
= 1)
In most cases, only the second procedure
works well.

guest OS with a VMX mode, at ﬁrst VMXON
instruction is executed, and then, the VMM
runs in the VMX root mode. Then, VMM
prepares a structure body (VMCS) to store
a state (CPU register, CPU State, etc.) of
each VM. When the VMM switches over to
VMX non-root mode, it executes a VMRESUME instruction, and this state transition
is named as VM Entry. When the guest OS
executes privileged instruction and hardware
access, the guest OS switches from the VMX
non-root mode to the VMX root mode, and
this state transition is named as VM exit. At
this state transition, The VMM checks operations in the VM exit, and the VMM processes
the operations on behalf of the guest OS. In
this way, VMM runs multiple guest OSes while
it switches between the state of VM Enter and
VM Exit.

3
2.4

Intel VT

Intel released the Intel Virtualization Technology (Intel VT) to assist virtualization with
hardware. Intel introduced two new CPU execution modes into Intel-VT: two VMX modes
as Virtual Machine Extensions (VMX). One is
VMX root mode, and the other is VMX nonroot mode. The VMX root mode is an exclusive mode for VMM to work, and the VMX
non-root mode is a mode to allow users execute guest OSes. The concept of these VMX
modes is diﬀerent from conventional privilege
ring (Ring0 - 3) at Intel x86 architecture. Both
these VMX modes are able to use conventional
privilege level so that running the guest OS at
privilege level is possible.
Figure 1 displays interaction of VMM and
guest OSes on the Intel-VT. For executing a

Key Snooping Method

In this section, we present our method for AES
key snooping. Our attack consists of two parts:
one is to fake the return value of CPUID instruction of the VM, and the other is to estimate an AES key by intercepting exceptions of
the VM. Subsection 3.1 describes the ﬁrst part,
and subsection 3.2 shows the second part.

3.1

Faking the CPUID instruction

Figure 2 depicts how to fake CPUID instruction. In ﬁg.2, the VMM catches exceptions occurring in the virtual machine (VM). Exceptions are read/write access to hardware and
executing privilege instructions. For secure
and robust operation of the VMs, the VMM
mediates each exception called by the VMs.
This mediation is essential for assuring secure
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Figure 3: Exception Handling on VMM
and robust operation of VMs on varying resources of the VMM, as resources of VMM are
not always assured. For example, the VMM
intercepts the execution of the CPUID instruction to mimic the VM as if is working on a real
machine. In addition, the VMM sometimes
makes the VM not to use some functions of the
CPU while the CPU implements the functions.
When the VMM informs fake information of
CPU instruction extension to the VM, the VM
usually tries to use its instruction extension to
increase processing speed. When the CPU receives an unimplemented instruction, the CPU
generates an exception called Invalid Opcode
instruction. Our attack method changes return value of the CPUID instruction so that
AESNI bit (CPUID.01H:ECA.AESIN[bit 25 ])
is on. This change causes the VM to call exception.

6) After estimation of the AES key or the
relevant plaintext, the attacker emulates
AES-NI, not to let the VMM notice failure
of AES-NI procedure.

4

Discussion on AES key Snooping

In this section, we discuss essential basis of
AES key snooping we have stated, and countermeasures against it. In section 3, we showed
our AES key snooping attack that induces exception and does snooping of the AES key or
related plaintext when the exception occurs.
Here, we deﬁne our attack as Exception Handling Attack (EH Attack).
Let us consider the situation where EH attack is possible. The situation is as follows:
when a CPU vendor adds new cryptographic
instructions and produces new CPUs that im3.2 Exception handling of AES-NI plement the new instruction in hardware, a
instrcution
time lag or gap exists until every server installs
the new CPUs. A malicious attacker takes adFigure 3 displays our attack method in view
vantage of this gap, which means the attacker
of exception handling of AES-NI instruction.
enjoys EH attack. When an attacker provides
Our attack method consists of six steps as folmassive cloud service over the modiﬁed VMM,
lows, from interception of exception in the VMM
he obtains every encryption key used in every
to AES key estimation:
VM.
Here, we state countermeasures against the
1) When the VM executes AES-NI instrucEH attack, although these countermeasures do
tion, the CPU generates an invalid opcode
exception, which causes VM exit state tran- not provide fundamental solutions.
sition. Then, the VMM recovers control.
• Suggestion A:(best)
2) The attacker observes VM exit state tranUsers should use CPUs which support AESsition cause and checks whether invalid
1
As shown in table 3, the first operand is
opcode instruction is AESENC or AESModRM:reg(r,w)
and the second operand is
DEC instruction.
ModRM:r/m(r) . The attacker is able to estimate
3) If the invalid opcode instruction is AESENC or AESDEC instruction, then the at-

the place of stored key in memory or XMM register
of the VM from the contents of ModRM:reg(r,w) ,
ModRM:r/m(r) [8](Table 2-2)
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NI instruction, where exception handling
for AES-NI is impossible.
• Suggestion B:(better)
Users should not use AES-NI instruction
in the OS and an application on VM, where
exception handling for AES-NI does not
occur in the VMM.
• Suggestion C:(so-so)
When users execute AES-NI instruction,
users should conﬁrm CPU cycles of the
AES-NI instruction by RDTSC instruction 2 , and should check whether EH attack is not running. 3

5

Conclusion

In this paper, we have stated a new AES key
snooping attack on virtual environment, and
presented countermeasures against this attack.
Our AES key snooping attack is possible when
a virtual machine runs on a CPU, which does
not support AES-NI, and the virtual machine
monitor is modiﬁed so that it fakes return value
of CPUID instruction. Our AES key snooping
attack runs when AES-NI executes in a virtual
machine.
Here, we deﬁne our attack as Exception Handling Attack (EH Attack). EH attack is executable in the following situation: 1) when a
CPU vendor adds new cryptographic instructions and produces new CPUs that implement
the new instruction in hardware, and 2) virtual machines are running on CPUs that do
not implement the new cryptographic instructions in hardware. This situation tells that for
avoiding EH attacks, users should avoid utilizing the new cryptographic instructions until
the new CPUs are available for their virtual
machines. This avoidance is also applicable
when using IaaS (Infrastructure As A Service)
or PaaS (Platform As A Service).
Toward facilitating the development and utilization of cloud services, we strongly believe
2

We assume execution cycles of AES-NI instruction
such as AESENC/AESDEC would be larger in two digits during the EH attack.
3
The return value of RDTSC instruction may be set
to a suitable value in a tampered smart VMM.

we have to make research for dependability of
virtual machine monitors on which virtual machines run.
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AES-NI Instruction
AESENC
AESENCLAST
AESDEC
AESDECLAST
AESIMC
AESKEYGENASSIST

Description
Perform One Round of an AES Encryption Flow
Perform Last Round of an AES Encryption Flow
Perform One Round of an AES Decryption Flow
Perform Last Round of an AES Decryption Flow
Perform the AES InvMixColumn Transformation
AES Round Key Generation Assist

Table 1: AES-NI Instructions

Argument(EAX)
0
1
2
3

Return values
EAX=Maximum Input Value for Basic CPUID Information
EBX,ECX,EDX=Vendor ID
EAX=Version Information
EBX,ECX,EDX=Processor Signature and Feature Bits
EAX,EBX,ECX,EDX=Cache and TLB Information
EAX,EBX=Reserved
ECX,EDX=Processor Serial Number

Table 2: Argument and return value of CPUID

Instruction
AESENC
AESENDLAST
AESDEC
AESDECLAST
AESIMC
AESKEYGENASSIST

Opecode
0x66,0x0F,0x38,0xDC
0x66,0x0F,0x38,0xDD
0x66,0x0F,0x38,0xDE
0x66,0x0F,0x38,0xDF
0x66,0x0F,0x38,0xDB
0x66,0x0F,0x3A,0xDF

Operand 1
ModRM:reg(r,w)
ModRM:reg(r,w)
ModRM:reg(r,w)
ModRM:reg(r,w)
ModRM:reg(w)
ModRM:reg(w)

Operand 2
ModRM:r/m(r)
ModRM:r/m(r)
ModRM:r/m(r)
ModRM:r/m(r)
ModRM:r/m(r)
ModRM:r/m(r)

Table 3: AES-NI Instruction, Opecode, Operand
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Operand 3
none
none
none
none
none
imm8

